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A tool to communicate with God and his Angels as never before existed.
A number of traditions have lists of many names of God, many of which enumerate the various
qualities of a Supreme Being. The English word "God" is used by multiple religions as a noun
or name to refer to different deities. Ancient cognate equivalents for the word "God" include
proto-Semitic El, biblical Hebrew Elohim (God or/of gods), Arabic 'ilah (a or the god), and
biblical Aramaic Elah (God). The personal or proper name for God in many of these languages
may either be distinguished from such attributes, or homonymic. For example, in Judaism the
tetragrammaton is sometimes related to the ancient Hebrew ehyeh (I will be).Correlation
between various theories and interpretation of the name of "the one God", used to signify a
monotheistic or ultimate Supreme Being from which all other divine attributes derive, has been
a subject of ecumenical discourse between Eastern and Western scholars for over two
centuries. In Christian theology the word must be a personal and a proper name of God; hence
it cannot be dismissed as mere metaphor. On the other hand, the names of God in a different
tradition are sometimes referred to by symbols. The question whether divine names used by
different religions are equivalent has been raised and analyzed. Exchange of names held
sacred between different religious traditions is typically limited. Other elements of religious
practice may be shared, especially when communities of different faiths are living in close
proximity (for example, the use of Om and Gayatri within the Indian Christian community) but
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usage of the names themselves mostly remain within the domain of a particular religion, or
even may help define one's religious belief according to practice, as in the case of the
recitation of names of God (such as the japa). Guru Gobind Singh's Jaap Sahib contains 950
names of God. The Divine Names, the classic treatise by Pseudo-Dionysius, defines the scope
of traditional understandings in Western traditions such as Hellenic, Christian, Jewish and
Islamic theology on the nature and significance of the names of God. Further historical lists
such as The 72 Names of the Lord show parallels in the history and interpretation of the name
of God amongst Kabbalah, Christianity, and Hebrew scholarship in various parts of the
Mediterranean world. The attitude as to the transmission of the name in many cultures was
surrounded by secrecy. In Judaism, the pronunciation of the name of God has always been
guarded with great care. It is believed that, in ancient times, the sages communicated the
pronunciation only once every seven years; this system was challenged by more recent
movements.The nature of a holy name can be described as either personal or attributive. In
many cultures it is often difficult to distinguish between the personal and the attributive names
of God, the two divisions necessarily shading into each other.This book discusses God and the
names given to God in the three primary monotheistic religions.
Text in Arabic.
Chaye Ha-Olam Ha-Ba is Abraham Abulafia's masterpiece, and a primer on prophetic
Kabbalah. Prophetic Kabbalah is a special flavor of Jewish mysticism that owes its name to the
Abulafian School. It is different from every other type of Kabbalah, because it does not talk
about Sefirot, divine emanations, worlds, etc., but concerns itself with the inner transformation
of the self and the direct experience of God. Through the aid of the Hebrew letters and various
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meditation techniques, the apprentice is led into higher states of consciousness, in order to
know his God that created him. Enlightenment is the outcome of those techniques, which open
the gates of a new world - the World to Come, or the Next World - to the sincere seeker. The
system in Chaye revolves specifically around the 72 Names of God, which are the Expanded
Name YHVH. It requires much concentration, because it is not easy, but it is one of the most
astonishing techniques. Abulafia describes it as "scientific," because touching certain "divine
frequencies" something is going to surely happen. Maybe it will not happen at once, but
nevertheless the holy mechanism will begin its motion, and sooner or later this has to lead
somewhere. "And when you prepare yourself to speak with your Creator, and ask to be
informed of His Decrees, be mindful to clear your thought of all the clutter of the world. And
wrap yourself with a prayer shawl, and wear Tefillin on your head and your hand if you can, so
that you will be in awe and fear of the Shekinah, which is there with you at that time. And clean
yourself and your clothes; and if you can, be sure that your clothes are all white, for all this is
very conducive to the intention of love and awe. And if it takes place at night, light many
candles until you can see well. Then, take ink, a quill, and a board in your hands. And let them
stand as witnesses before you that you are coming to make worship to YHV"H your God with
joy and a good heart. And begin with a Permutation of a few letters with the many; and invert
them and revolve them quickly, until your heart warms up with their revolutions. And pay
attention to their motions and what you produce with their revolutions. And when you feel
within you that your heart has heated up with the Permutations, and that with them you came
to understand new things that you had not received by Kabbalah from another person and had
not come to know through your intellectual contemplation, then now you are ready to receive
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the Influx." (Chaye Ha-Olam Ha-Ba)
According to the 72 Angels tradition, at every moment a particular nameable angelic energy is
available for us to appeal to, receive help from, and empower ourselves with. Weaving
together three areas of popular interest -- angels, astrology, and the Kabbalah -- Birth Angels
invites you to discover the three angels that correspond to the domain of your birth and your
particular life purpose and potential. One of the first comprehensive presentations in English of
the 72 Angels of the Tree of Life, Birth Angels sheds new light on our age-old ideas of guardian
angels. Based on a unique multitraditioned aspect of the Kabbalah that was discovered in the
1975 excavation of a medieval grotto in Spain, this inspiring guide offers a three-step path for
activating the Angelic Energies that dwell within us. Designed for the intent seeker or for use
as an occasional reference to engage both our own personal angelic allies as well as those of
friends and family, Birth Angels is a unique self-study tool that can help transform our lives on
every level. Book jacket.
This book uses a variety of spiritual wisdom as the core basis of its instruction. The first basic
principle is that we are all interconnected and interdependent. We all have a soul and are
connected to a limitless force called Light or God. There are different names for this unifying
force in different spiritual practices. This book discusses wisdom from the Kabbalistic masters
including use of the 72 Names of God. This mix of ideas is meant to broaden our
perspective.The 72 Names are mystical sequences of Hebrew letters, which can heal, bring
protection, sustenance and more. This book is divided into 20 chapters. Each chapter begins
with an introduction and inspiration. Afterward you will be introduced to one of the 72 names
and will be instructed how this name can help your transformation. You will have a chance to
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reflect, journal, create an affirmation and then begin your transformative art session. The 72
Names were used to create each pattern in the meditative art session. Just as the monks
create mandalas while they meditate, you will be coloring patterns created from the 72 names.
This adds a powerful boost to your meditation. The use of reflection, meditation, imagination,
creativity and ancient wisdom of the Hebrew Letter and 72 Names of God will help you
transform, have clarity and manifest dreams
When you look at these glorious, mystical Sigils in a specific state of mind, magic happens.
The magic happens within you and is reflected in your world. This book contains two types of
magic. Contemplation Magic can give you great insight and wisdom, and will help you develop
abilities and create new aspects of your personality. Results Magic can be used to make
changes in the world around you. This is the simplest form of magic known, but it works. Each
Sigil of Power contains one of The 72 Names of God. These are mighty three-letter words,
written in Hebrew. These sacred names are a trigger for real magic.There is one small problem
- there's lots of misinformation out there when it comes to the 72 Names. Although there are
some first-rate books, and even a few useful websites, there's a lot of poorly researched
material that will lead you away from the magic. Often the names are incorrectly listed, badly
drawn or their secrets are concealed.Here, the 72 Names of God are presented as visual
Sigils, complete with the secret Words of Power that activate them. There are detailed
instructions for working on inner change and outer magic. More than 300 individual powers are
explored in this book.The Names are written as clearly and beautifully as possible, bound by a
solid circle to enhance your focus. Each letter was handcrafted, based on traditional
techniques and the visual requirements of modern readers. The Names in this book are the
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most accurate and accessible that you can find. You will discover how to:Use the names to
access angelic power.Work with Contemplation Magic to gain insight and wisdom.Use Results
Magic to change yourself and your world.Attract the things, people and events that will make
you happy.Banish pain, loneliness, sadness and regret.Develop new character traits.Discover
your true will and inner needs.When you work with these Sigils of Power you will gain a
stronger connection to yourself, and the better you know yourself the easier it is for all your
desires to manifest. That is the real power of Divine Magic.
In the second volume of the Sacred names series : "THE 72 ANGELS OF THE NAME CALLING ON THE 72 ANGELS OF GOD " I discuss the 72 angels of God that correspond to
the 72 Names of God. In this book, we will discuss the 72 demons of the name. Yes, there are
72 demons that are the shadow images of the 72 angels of the name. In this text, we will
discuss the 72 demons that correspond to the 72 names of God. Each demon has its purpose.
Working with the demons, differs in intensity. They are more , how shall we say, assertive.
Whereas the angels appear in gentler forms ( with a few exceptions of course). In this book,
we will discuss how to communicate with these demon. The rituals are similar to the ones we
used for the 72 angels. However, there are a few differences. For one, we will do a quick
protection ritual before we call on them and upon banishing them, we will give them an
offering. It's this extra step that might make some a bit nervous. No worries, we will not be
hurting anything, but we will offer something that had potential life in it. This step is crucial for
your ritual to work. Let Us Proceed.

???????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????????
??????????????
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It is said that there are 4 approaches and levels to biblical understanding and study. .
The Surface and Literal meaning of the words themselves. . Hints of a deeper meaning
beyond the surface words . A Deeper inquiry . Secret and esoteric meaning Each level
of biblical exegesis transcends but includes the former and will never contradict the
other. In this book we will delve into the deep end of the water, the secret and esoteric
meaning. We will unlock the secrets of the Hebrew bible. More specifically, 3 verses
from the book of exodus. " 19 Then the angel of God who was going before the host of
Israel moved and went behind them, and the pillar of cloud moved from before them
and stood behind them, 20 coming between the host of Egypt and the host of Israel.
And there was the cloud and the darkness. And it lit up the night[a] without one coming
near the other all night. 21 Then Moses stretched out his hand over the sea, and the
LORD drove the sea back by a strong east wind all night and made the sea dry land,
and the waters were divided." Exodus 14:19-21 Within this text hides something
profound and hidden. Within this text lies the keys to spiritual and material
transformation. Within this text resides the secret of secrets. Within the text hides the
72 names of God. Today, My friend, you will learn them and you will be transformed."
In this book, we will discuss how to communicate with the 72 angels that are associated
with the 72 names of God in volume 1 of this series. We will not be using any fancy and
complicated rituals. With all due respect to those who plan elaborate rituals, the rituals
end up being more of a distraction. The angels do not require certain hours of day or
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night or certain colors or garb. They are not human that they require such trivialities. Do
you think an angel with a limitless mind requires such limited and minute actions to get
its attention? I know this may completely contradict what you have heard, but logically,
this is so. If you are looking for elaborate rituals, you will be disappointed in this book.
This book is for people who want a direct connection. Not those who wish to mire
themselves in complexity that in actually, is contrived. We know where many of those
rituals in all those Grimores come from and I assure you, the complexities are
formalities only and not necessary for deep connection with these angels. With that, In
this book, we will go into the significance of the 72 names of God and then proceed to
the names of the angels. And finally, how to call upon them to help you.
Christians face a conundrum when it comes to naming God, for if God is unnamable, as
theologians maintain, he can also be called by every name. His proper name is thus an
open-ended, all-encompassing list, a mystery the Church embraces in its rhetoric, but
which many Christians have found difficult to accept. To explore this conflict, Valentina
Izmirlieva examines two lists of God’s names: one from The Divine Names, the classic
treatise by Pseudo-Dionysius, and the other from The 72 Names of the Lord, an amulet
whose history binds together Kabbalah and Christianity, Jews and Slavs, Palestine,
Provence, and the Balkans. This unexpected juxtaposition of a theological treatise and
a magical amulet allows Izmirlieva to reveal lists’ rhetorical potential to create order
and to function as both tools of knowledge and of power. Despite the two different
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visions of order represented by each list, Izmirlieva finds that their uses in Christian
practice point to a complementary relationship between the existential need for God’s
protection and the metaphysical desire to submit to his infinite majesty—a compelling
claim sure to provoke discussion among scholars in many fields.
If you have read the other books in the "Tapping Miracles Series" you know that I try to
provide new ways of applying Meridian Tapping. Meridian Tapping has been PROVEN
to work, there is no doubt about that. We know that that are several ways Meridian
Tapping can be used. We know that there are several ways to approach the life of
spirit. Both Spirit and Meridian Tapping are based on universal principles that I think
most, if not all of us agree is real and true. Since both Spirit and Meridian Tapping are
so diverse, yet universal at the same time, I think it is more than appropriate to combine
the Power of Spiritual Paths and Meridian Tapping. Meridian Tapping is like a universal
key. It can unlock the potential in every single modality we introduce it to. In this book,
we will apply Meridian Tapping and The 72 Holy Names of God that has been gleaned
through the Sanctified Paths of Jewish Mysticism known as the Kabbalah. Although
This book is not specifically about the Kabbalah, it does have veins of the mystical
tradition throughout it. This book is a bit longer than the others in this series because
we will be going through every single Name of God and doing a tapping session with
each one . Once you incorporate the Names into your tapping practice a new world of
possibilities can open up for you. The names themselves are hidden within the Bible.
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Within the text lies the keys to spiritual and material growth. Within the names of God
resides the secrets of the cosmos. Within the bible hides the 72 names of God.
Explains to young readers how the three letters of each of the Kabbalah's seventy-two
names for God can be used to teach such important spiritual lessons as how to get rid
of negative thoughts and anger, how to share with others, and how to feel safe.
An investigation of the evidence in Talmudic, gnostic, apocalyptic, partristic, and
legendary texts concerning immortal, winged beings.
Rabbi Berg offers a concise explanation of the Kabbalah's 72 names of God and how
the three letters of each name of God can be used to connect with the infinite spiritual
current to enhance individual lives and transform the entire world.
This book features the 72 names of God, each on their own page to maximize focus and
concentration. Its size (14cm x 9.5cm / 5.5" x 3.7") enables you to carry it wherever you go.
The 72 Names of God are pictured in Aramaic and include a simple, one-sentence explanation
of its purpose. "The power of The 72 Names of God operates strictly on a soul level, not a
physical one. It's about spirituality, not religiosity."
Imagine a miraculous source of power so profound that it can transform your life and change
the world for the good-forever! For people worldwide Kabbalah offers a technology for the soul,
a wisdom as profound and ancient as the atom and truths as pure and undeniable as the laws
of electricity. Based on the Kabbalistic year with signs for positive and negative days, as well
as a schedule for meditating on the 72 Names of God, this calendar sparks enlightenment in
the mind for now and forever. The Kabbalah Centre is a worldwide organization and has
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published best-selling books such as The Way: Using the Wisdom of Kabbalah for Spiritual
Transformation and Fulfillment.
This book is especially designed for children with fun pictures to color and the patterns of the
72 Names of God as a background. In this way, a young child can connect to the energy of the
72 Names of God in a fun way!
??Adult coloring book with 72 mandala designs with GOD ?S name in Hebrew on each page.
The 72 Names of God are a powerful spiritual tool, a Kabbalistic key to an abundance of
blessing, fortune, prosperity, wholeness and happiness. Makes perfect gift for anyone that is
looking for positive energy. Use the wisdom of the Kabbalah to welcome good energy to your
life. The 72 Names of God is a formula of 72 combinations of Hebrew letters that Moses used
to part the Red Sea. Each three letter combination is considered to be an angelic force or
energy entity. If you enjoy drawing mandalas and love God, this is the right coloring book for
you. All designs are unique. ?72 single sided coloring pages, no bleed-through problem. ?Get
creative! Grab your favorite medium and make your life colorful. ?This Book Makes The Perfect
Gift For Birthday, Christmas Holidays and More.
The power of The 72 Names of God operates strictly on a soul level, not a physical one. It's
about spirituality, not religiosity. Instead of being limited by the differences that divide people,
the wisdom of the Names transcends humanity's age-old quarrels and belief systems to deal
with one common bond that unifies all people and nations as one - the human soul.
Text in Hebrew
This book is a simple yet incredibly powerful way to summons The 72 Names of God and to
easily communicate with these spirits or energies of God while they are visibly in front of you.
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The 72 Names of God, which give off powerful vibrations, are the hidden names Kabbalah has
found in the book of Exodus and were given to the Israelites to use in order to cross the Red
Sea. In chapter 1 The 72 Names of God Summoning Ritual shows you step by step how to
easily summons these spirit energies to visible appearance so you can communicate with
them. In Chapter 2 The 72 Names of God lists each powerful name of God to summons for
your every request of money, health, love, psychic abilities, information and many more things.
All you need is a candle, incense, bell, a rope circle and 10 minutes to get started. This book
shows you easily and quickly how to get all of your requests answered and you don't need to
believe in these rituals as you are summoning The 72 Names of God to do your bidding for
you.
A stunning blend of adventure and mysticism, fact, science and the politics of Angels. A look
into the world of Angel choirs reads like a science fiction thriller, but is in fact a decoded artifact
of the sacred language, that also allows you to learn which Angels assigned to you at birth give
you these same attributes to make magical shifts in our lives Revealing Your Spiritual DNA:
The Angel Choirs are a deeply sacred portrayal of an alien, divine society more complete and
detailed than any author in the field has managed...a story so absorbing equally for it's supra
meta divine action, power and philosophical vistas."As I gazed on the creatures, I saw one
wheel on the ground next to each of the four-faced creatures. As for the appearance and
structure of the wheels, they gleamed like beryl. All four had the same form; the appearance
and structure of each was as of two wheels cutting through each other. And when they moved,
each could move in the direction of any of its four quarters; they did not veer when they moved.
Their rims were tall and frightening, for the rims of all four were covered all over with eyes. And
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when the creatures moved forward, the wheels moved at their sides' and when the creatures
were borne above the earth, the wheels were borne too." The thrones are said to reside either
in the third or the fourth heaven. They are said to inhabit a region in which Heaven meets
Earth."A look into the world of Angle choirs reads like a science fiction thriller, but is in fact a
decoded artifact of the sacred language, that also allows you to learn which Angels assigned to
you at birth give you these same attributes to make magical shifts in our lives Revealing Your
Spiritual DNA: The Angel Choirs are a deeply sacred portrayal of an alien, divine society more
complete and detailed than any author in the field has managed...a story so absorbing equally
for it's supra meta divine action, power and philosophical vistas. Unlock the Secret of your
Spiritual DNAEveryone one day asks that question why am I here? Or you wonder the place
where I am right now does not feel right--or feels so right? You may wonder have I used my
abilities to their highest potential. What are those abilities? The Angel Code a scientific
derivation of real Angel names and attributes may help you answer those questions about your
Spiritual DNA. Let me offer you some states of spirit and mind; Happiness, Joy, Prosperity,
Peace of Mind, Wisdom, Freedom, Enlightenment, Purpose. If you want any or all of these this
book through assisting you to find your Angel Guardians as aspects of God are attainable and
exist here and now. We can recapture the "Light" through the science of the Bible revealing our
Angels and their Ancient Names as written in the Bible.Everyone come into this world ushered
by three Guardian Angels assigned by God. The Bible deciphered as the ultimate Code and
Guide for life has a special "Miracle Passage" that and that passage decoded in the ancient
language from the ancient alphabet will allow you to determine those Angels. It will teach you
how to identify your Spiritual, Emotional and Physical Angel. Each governing and giving you
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the God attributes that you are born with.Does your Spiritual DNA include Archangels, the
warrior's of God's army, maybe you're supposed to be a colonel or police chief. Do you have
Angel Choir Spiritual DNA from the Angelic Hierarchy, who are direct messengers for God who
sit closest to Humanity, are you guided to be a messenger, your destiny to speak to millions
about meaning of life, are you gifted with healing,maybe you're supposed to be a doctor. Are
you gifted with song, you're a great singer?All these questions can be answered and explored
in these pages. If you're not fulfilled this may give you insight to where you light shines--the
most positive of your God-given traits as signified by your three Guardian Angels.

The 72 Names of GodTechnology for the SoulKabbalah Learning Center
The seventy-two passages pertain to pure Divine ideas which and creation.
Although they are more abstract in nature, much knowledge about the nature of
God's creatures and creations for the student of theory. An advanced theurgist
will find in these passages more than theoretic knowledge. Such a student will
also know about the dangers that arise resulting from wrong practice.
Fortunately, the mysteries protect themselves.
Drawing on a detailed and sustained account of Christian reception of the
Hebrew divine name until the Seventeenth Century this book illustrates its vitality
in several periods as a stimulus to both orthodox and heterodox theologies and
imaginative structures
This is the 2nd edition of this book. It uses a variety of spiritual wisdom as the
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core basis of its instruction. The first basic principle is that we are all
interconnected and interdependent. We all have a soul and are connected to a
limitless force called Light or God. There are different names for this unifying
force in different spiritual practices. This book discusses wisdom from the
Kabbalistic masters including use of the 72 Names of God. This mix of ideas is
meant to broaden our perspective.The 72 Names are mystical sequences of
Hebrew letters, which can heal, bring protection, sustenance and more. This
book is divided into 20 chapters. Each chapter begins with an introduction and
inspiration. Afterward you will be introduced to one of the 72 names and will be
instructed how this name can help your transformation. You will have a chance to
reflect, journal, create an affirmation and then begin your transformative art
session. The 72 Names were used to create each pattern in the meditative art
session. Just as the monks create mandalas while they meditate, you will be
coloring patterns created from the 72 names. This adds a powerful boost to your
meditation. The use of reflection, meditation, imagination, creativity and ancient
wisdom of the Hebrew Letter and 72 Names of God will help you transform, have
clarity and manifest dreams
This book: Daily Transformation Through the 72 Names of God is a self help and
transformation workbook through the use of the 72 Names of God. There are
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attunements to the 72 names and angels to allow you to access and utilize their
energies to for the purpose of iliciting life changes on a daily basis. this book is
used as a day to day guide in the access of these names. All you will need to do
is to read each passage and allow the energies of God and associated angel to
run through you and watch your life slowly change for the better.
This book is the first of a four part series using the The 72 Names of God to
create patterns for coloring with intention. Some of the patterns are created from
the 72 Names used for Healing, Sustenance, Soulmate, Miracles, Unconditional
Love.The 72 Names of God are mystical sequences of Hebrew letters. This book
is divided into 20 chapters. Each chapter begins with an introduction and
inspiration. Afterward you will be introduced to one of the 72 names and will be
instructed how this name can help your transformation. You will have a chance to
reflect, journal, create an affirmation and then begin your transformative art
session. Each chapter includes two unique patterns created from the 72 Name.
Just as the monks create mandalas while they meditate, you will be coloring
patterns created from the 72 names. This adds a powerful boost to your
meditation. The use of reflection, meditation, imagination, creativity and ancient
wisdom of the Hebrew Letter and 72 Names of God will help you transform, have
clarity and manifest dreams.
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Prophetic Kabbalah is a special flavor of Jewish mysticism that owes its name to
the Abulafian School. It is different from every other type of Kabbalah, because it
is concerned with the inner transformation of self and the direct experience of
God
Yehuda Berg’s The 72 Names of God Meditation Book is your personal torch to
highlight the areas of your life where you need to shine. Through the practice of
meditating on the 72 Names of God, you will stir the Light within your soul to help
you. See the impact of your decisions before you make them; bring more money
into your life whenever you need it; heal yourself physically and emotionally. The
72 Names of God will activate the power of miracles when you need them most.
This book provides a pathway for deep self-reflection and spiritual growth.
Rooted in the ancient wisdom of Kabbalah using guided spiritual exercises, The
72 Names of God become a tool and are audibly vibrated for soul healing. The
72 Vibrations support the elevation of the human consciousness.
During more than 2000 years the 72 names of God and the names of the angels
that bear such sacred names have been hidden for the human beings in complex
books and transmitted only to a group of chosen ones. Today these names are
shown for first time. The names are revealed now so you would be able to
establish a closer relationship with your creator and get closer to the fountain of
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all light.
The 72 Names of God are not names in the ordinary sense. They are very
different from the signature on a letter or the back of a credit card. Instead, they
offer connection to the infinite spiritual current that flows through the world. By
connecting to these sources of spiritual power, you acquire protection from any
and all forms of negativity and danger. You remove the blockages that separate
you from total joy and fulfillment. You open the pathways to transformation, for
yourself and for the entire world. This convenient set of cards for The 72 Names
of God was created for you to carry and use whenever you need them, at any
time, and in any situation you may face.
This coloring book is especially designed for children with Patterns Of The 72
Names as a background. In this way, a young child can connect to the energy of
the 72 Names of God in a fun way!
This powerful book will add a new dimension to your prayer life and communion
with the Lord and strengthen your relationship with God Almighty. Man’s chief
end and ultimate purpose is to know God, and this occurs through an unfolding
revelation of who He truly is. Man’s chief end and ultimate purpose is to know
God, and this occurs through an unfolding revelation of who He truly is. Jesus
Himself teaches us: “And this is life eternal; that they may know thee, the only
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one true God” (John 17:3). In this inspired book, Benny Hinn shares marvelous
insights the Lord has given him concerning the names of God. From Elohim (My
Creator) through Jehovah Shammah (My Abiding Presence), you will learn to
approach the Father with a growing, deepening love and reverence. In these
twelve revelations you will understand the nature of an awesome God who is
waiting to meet your personal needs. Perhaps you have been introduced to God
though His Word, through His Son, or through His Spirit. Now you can know Him
intimately through His names, which will bring power and meaning to your
spiritual journey.
Enthroned in Our Praise studies God's revelation of Himself in the Old Testament
and what exactly He desires from believers in times of worship.
A mystical place exists in the Universe where way-showers visit. Their visits
occur in dreams, meditation, and contemplation. In the realms beyond Earthtime, these dimensions of higher consciousness present gifts for humanity to
enhance living in matter. As a traveler through the dimensions, I am grateful to be
a recipient of many modalities for healing and guidance from the realms of Spirit.
I am an energy healer, a spiritual counselor, intuit, teacher, minister, and author. I
most certainly give honor to the gifts the Shekinah has provided to me to pass on
to others, such as yourself.The Timeless Cryptograms of Healing(R), guide the
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way to higher consciousness and experiences of the mysteries active in our daily
life. These sacred images support our human endeavors Spiritually, Emotionally,
Mentally, Physically, Ego-wise, and Soul-wise. Several years ago, the Divine
Feminine inspired the vision of sacred cryptograms in my dreamtime. In more
recent years, She urged me to explore the gifts inherent in the Hebrew 216-Letter
Name of God divided into 72 individual names. She directed the creation of
cryptograms for each one. Please refer to "About the Author," to learn my story of
becoming a cryptographer for the Divine.The 72 Names of God, derived from the
216-Letter Name of God, have existed for thousands of years. Ancient Hebrew
Mystics revealed them. Divine inspiration led Moses to identify these names
while studying the Zohar 11:51b. Other scholars recognize the same information
in Exodus 14:19-21, when written in the Hebrew or Aramaic languages. Hebrew
theologians conclude that Moses used these names to part the Red Sea, as well
as to rule and meet the challenges he and his people endured. The secret
mysteries of supernaturalism allowed Moses to break the yoke of human
limitations. Moses passed this wisdom on to future generations.I received
guidance to place each Name of God in the cryptograms you will see and use.
CD recordings and Divination Cards can also enhance your use of the
cryptograms to feel the mystical vibrations of Source that move through the
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currents of Sound and Light.As you review what the Names of God offer for
healing and enlightenment, consider the remarkable balance the Divine offers
and has offered for countless years through these iterations of sacred names
revealed through Divine Guidance. Moses discovered these ever-present gifts.
Over the centuries many scholars, religions, and healers aware of the miracles
within the 72 names, continued to pass them on for generations. What mysteries
and healing qualities of these cryptograms will you explore?Merely viewing the
cryptograms with an open mind and heart results in relaxation, balance and
activates Light and Sound. Adding the orchestration of tuning forks increases the
vibration. As if by magick, the cryptograms evoke the Inner Healer. Balance,
health and success are experienced.The Timeless Cryptograms of Healing(R) in
this book represent the tip of the iceberg. Since 2013, the impetus to create
hundreds of cryptograms consistently arises in my dream time, meditations, and
when contemplating healing for a specific person. They are miraculous. They are
timeless. They are the very active energy of the Light and Sound of Source.Each
cryptogram consists of the three Hebrew Letters that represent a Sub-Name of
God. Each letter corresponds to a specific musical tone. In addition to the tuning
fork related to each letter, an additional fork stimulates the pineal gland. The I AM
fork strikes the others to create an orchestration of tones and overtones within
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the Oneness of the Universe. Seed-like vibrations of potential that help achieve
healing and enlightenment are imbedded within each individual. The sight and
sound of the cryptogram activates these seeds to grow and expand. The
orchestra of Light and Sound initiates the power of the Name of God, and
harmonious waves of healing and balance.
Book III of the series - This book is especially designed for children with fun
pictures to color and the patterns of the 72 Names of God as a background. In
this way, a young child can connect to the energy of the 72 Names of God in a
fun way!
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